photos, top to bottom: Pamela Hanson,
Stephen Shore, Jean-Pierre Laffont.

Maggie Steber,

top to bottom: Zanele Muhuli,
Jean-Pierre Laffont. Lynn Goldsmith

top to bottom: Joel Sartore, Peter Magubane, Al Bello,
Edward Burtynsky, David Hurn

2021 PROGRAMS & EVENTS

© Eli Reed, 2011 Honoree - Achievement in Documentary Photography
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The Lucie Foundation, is a 501(c) 3 non-profit,
charitable foundation . The foundation presents
year-round programming to support photographers.
The signature program of the Lucie Foundation
is the Lucie Awards. The Lucie Awards is an
annual gala ceremony that celebrates master
photographers and their contributions to the field
of photography. Honorees are determined each
year by the Lucie Awards advisory board. Other
programs include photography membership, The
Lucie Technical Awards (LTA), The Lucie Impact
Awards, The Lucie Photo Book Prize, The Story
Behind the Image, Open Calls, exhibitions,
photographer talks and workshops. The Lucie
Foundation’s focus on emerging photographers is
though the Lucie Scholarship program, and The
Lucie Witness Project. The House of Lucie is the
physical home for the Lucie Foundation and are
contemporary photography spaces showcasing the
extraordinary work of the Lucie Award Honorees, as
well as discovering and sharing the work of local and
international photographic talent. Additionally, the
House of Lucie centers for photography hold the
permanent collection for the Lucie Award Honorees
photographic work as well as serving as public
spaces for rotating exhibitions, workshops, lectures,
and events to promote photography to as wide an
audience as possible. Currently The House of Lucie
is located in Budapest, Iran, Los Angeles (under
construction) and land has been acquired in Italy,
France, Greece and Thailand.

Our three-fold mission:
TO HONOR MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS,
DISCOVER AND CULTIVATE
EMERGING PHOTOGRAPHERS, AND
PROMOTE THE APPRECIATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY WORLDWIDE.
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PROGRAMS & EVENTS
THE LUCIE FOUNDATION WILL ADVANCE A NUMBER OF PROGRAMS,
EVENTS, AND INITIATIVES IN 2021. THIS LIST INCLUDES:

Lucie Awards
HONORING THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS IN PHOTOGRAPHY

© Robert Leslie

Lucie Foundation is proud to present the 18th annual Lucie Awards ceremony
on Tuesday, October 19, 2021 in New York City at Zankel Hall, in Carnegie
Hall . The annual awards evening honors legendary photographers for
their career achievements , acknowledges the creatives in the field who
supports photography and announces two cash prizes presented by the
Lucie Foundation’s sister effort, The International Photography Awards (IPA)
competition. The Lucie Foundation will continue to follow all of the guidelines
of the CDC and New York City and if we are unable to hold the ceremony live
arrangements will be made to see the ceremony online.

Lucie Tech Awards
HONORING THIS YEAR’S PHOTO-RELATED INNOVATIONS

The Lucie Technical Awards aim to honor the large and small companies, as well
as the individuals who have advanced the photographic industry in a given year.
The Lucie Technical Awards seeks to pay tribute to the outstanding innovations
in the dynamic field of photography.

Lucie Photo Book Prize
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The Lucie Foundation is dedicated to celebrating all forms of photography in print
and online. The Lucie Photo Book Prize is a juried competition open to a diversity
of book submissions- from traditionally published to prototypes, hand-made
books to zines. The awards are presented to photographers, editors, curators or
publishers. The Lucie Foundation is proud to offer two cash prizes to the top two
finalists for their outstanding work – one Traditional $3,000 cash prize and one
Independent $2,000 cash prize.

Lucie Scholarships
The Lucie Foundation is proud to offer four cash grants to support
the work of emerging and established photographers.

We invite your company to become a sponsor of a Lucie Foundation
Scholarships. The mission of the Program is to discover, cultivate, and support
emerging and established talent with vision and dynamic ideas that challenge
and progress the art form of still photography. Our support of photographers
is broad, from Fine Art to Documentary and Photojournalism, to digital and
film-based works One recipient is selected in each scholarship categories to
receive the award money to create or continue work on a specific dynamic
©Maximilian Thuemler
project. Honorable mentions and Short Lists are presented online for each
category giving promotion to worthy photographers applying for the scholarships. In addition, the recipients will
receive support, prizes, portfolio reviews and promotion through the Lucie Foundation site.

Lucie Talks
The Lucie Foundation hosts intimate conversations,
online and live, including a series of talks called
“The Story behind the Image”. These talks promote
the appreciation of photography and further the
understanding that images can impact social change
and our world.

©Stepanie Sinclair

Lucie Witness
Lucie Witness is a new photography program, launched at a pivotal moment
in our history, to see the United States through the eyes of its youth. The
Lucie Foundation and Minor Matters will partner to create exhibitions,
online galleries and a book featuring the vision of young people today, and
through this platform highlight the organizations around the nation who have
dedicated years to teaching photography as a tool of documentation and
expression to upcoming generations.
©Andrew Morocho

House of Lucie
House of Lucie was established in 2016 by Hossein Farmani as contemporary
photography spaces to showcase the extraordinary work of the Lucie
Award Honorees, as well as to discover, collect and share the work of local
and international photographic talent. House of Lucie is dedicated to
excellence in the art of photography and actively embraces changes in the
photographic market building on cultural cues and working with emerging
artists. Additionally the house of Lucie Centers for Photography hold the
permanent collection for the Lucie Award Honorees photographic work as
well as a public space for rotating exhibitions, workshops, lectures, and events
to promote photography to as wide an audience as possible.

Lucie Open Calls
The Lucie Foundation Open Call Competitions are thematic
and promote the appreciation of photography worldwide.
Photographers are promoted and awarded prizes, showcased
in online galleries and receive recognition. An esteemed panel
of judges are sought to review the work often giving portfolio
reviews to the award winners. Most Lucie Foundation Open Calls
are in support of other non-profit organizations in and out of the
photography field based on current needs and requests.
©Shahidul Alam

LUCIE FOUNDATION REACH
Website | Social Media | Email Marketing | Press Releases | Monthly Newsletters

41,000+

Lucie Foundation Social Media Following Across Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest 41,000+

64,000+

Lucie Foundation Email Reach
64,000+

94,586

Facebook: 94,586

51,800

Instagram: 51,800
Lucie Foundation and our Sister Company
IPA (international Photography Awards )

171,000

Email: 171,000

Lucie Foundation is a 501 c 3 non-profit charitable foundation.

Our three-fold mission:
TO HONOR MASTER PHOTOGRAPHERS,
DISCOVER AND CULTIVATE
EMERGING PHOTOGRAPHERS, AND
PROMOTE THE APPRECIATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY WORLDWIDE.

Contact Information:
Lauren Wendle, President: lwendle@luciefoundation.org
Alice Dison, Program Director: adison@luciefoundation.org

P.O. Box 292281, Los Angeles, California 90029

